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PORTRAIT OF COLLEGE

BAPATLA WOMEN’S ENGINEERING COLLEGE provides an
excellent opportunity to acquire specific skills, to pursue intellectual development
and contribute towards the empowerment of women. The pollution free campus
is located in Bapatla spread in a serene site is ideal for studies.

BAPATLA WOMEN’S ENGINEERING COLLEGE was established
in the year 2009 with the permission of AICTE, New Delhi and Government of
Andhra Pradesh. The college is affiliated to Acharya Nagarjuna University,
Guntur with three core Departments - CSE, ECE and EEE.

BAPATLA WOMEN’S ENGINEERING COLLEGE always enjoys the
constant guidance of Dynamic Management with a vision and a mission. The
college is well versed with the insightful labs and technically equipped to meet
the targets of the technocrats.

The college has the finest of faculty and a stimulating learning
environment. It is a catalyst for new ideas, concepts and skills. The institute
lays emphasis on providing value based education in the technical field. It guides
students to become globally competent technocrats. It intends to help students
discover their various facets and attain their true potential. The institution provides
opportunities for the overall development of the students through a number of
cultural activities, sports and equipped with the resources to realize their dreams
the moment they step out from the college.
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It gives me immense pleasure to pen a few words as prologue to our

college magazine ‘LUMINOUS2K17’ exclusively meant to stir out talent,

potentiality and technical knowledge.

 I congratulate all the contributors and the Editorial board for bringing

out such a striking magazine.

Empowerment of students for their overall  development  is the

esteemed motto of Bapatla Women’s Engineering College and  all the

constituents – Management , Principal , Faculty and Students  come together

and work in harmony for this motto.

I am sure, this understanding and meticulous hard work would be

inherited for the approaching academic years as well .

 Wishing you all the best…!

MESSAGE

FROM THE DESK OF PRESIDENT

M.Seshagiri Rao
President, Bapatla Education Society
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I am glad to know that Bapatla Women’s Engineering college  is

bringing out the College Magazine Luminous2K17. The college magazine is a

medium through which students record events, technical aspects   and creative

writing.  I am sure that this magazine will be enlightening and ingenious.

 I convey my good wishes to the students for their endeavours.

MESSAGE

FROM THE DESK OF SECRETARY

M.Nageswara RaoM.Nageswara RaoM.Nageswara RaoM.Nageswara RaoM.Nageswara Rao
Secretary, Bapatla Education Society
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I feel very happy that the students of Bapatla Women’s

Engineering College have started a mechanism of college magazine

Luminous2k17 for exhibiting their dexterity , professional knowledge and

noble ideas. Bapatla Women’s Engineering College also nurture the

creative ability of the students and Luminous2K17 is a good epitome.

We are attentive that we still have a long way to go and I wish all students

and faculty to continue with the same zeal for academic success.

          I wish a successful commencement and launch of the magazine.

MESSAGE

FROM THE DESK OF PRINCIPAL

Dr. Ch. Maruthi Devi
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"A desire can change nothing, a decision can change something but

a determination can change everything".

It is heart-warming that the students of Bapatla Women’s Engineering

College explored a platform to focus on their budding creativity and talent through

the fifth issue of LUMINOUS2K17 magazine. Over the years, the college magazine

has grown in leaps and bounds, giving a true picture of student’s dexterity. Going

through the pages of LUMINOUS2K17 would make the reader startle.

Bapatla Women’s Engineering College is conceived institution by

effective Management, faculty and facilities.  We are constantly reviewing our

set-up to update and improve while making sure that students gain thinking

skills, analytical frameworks, entrepreneurial skills, interpersonal and

communication skills. We are trying our best to provide various learning

opportunities and LUMINOUS2K17 is just one step towards this direction.

When all the constituents come together and work in unison, the

expected results are bound to flow. Let’s give our best and make this institution

a modern temple of learning through our diligence, devotion and dedication.

I appreciate all the team efforts for this magazine to happen and

wish them all triumph!

MESSAGE

FROM THE DESK OF VICE PRINCIPAL

Dr. D.V. Lakshmi
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HODs MUSINGS

FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION
ENGINEERING

It is a honour and privilege to pen for this magazine ‘LUMINOUS2K17’ as the
Head of the Department of ECE . This is a dynamic and exciting area that provides excellent
career and opportunities in various sectors of the society. We are committed to give our
students, the environment they require to develop critical thinking and problem solving
skills as they advance through the program. In addition to the classroom teaching, the
students are guided and motivated to implement practically the knowledge they gained in

G. Krishnaveni

FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
It gives me immense pleasure that our college  magazine 'LUMINOUS2K17'  which

was once started in a black and white tone has now transformed itself into one of the
most vibrant college magazines. I congratulate and take the pride to pronounce that
Computer Science & Engineering Department is committed to create Computer Engineers
with updated professional competencies in various domains and having moral and social
attributes, leading them to global competency. The Department conducts various
workshops on Android, Mobile App development and  Current trends.

N. Kavitha

FROM THE  DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERING

It is often said “Give me a copy of your college magazine, I will tell you about the
quality of your college”. I strongly believe in this statement. For a magazine carries the
contributions reflecting ethos and aspirations of the students, faculty and other team
members of an institution. I am happy to note that the magazine “LUMINOUS2k17” brought
out in our college is of good quality and taste. Hearty congratulations to the editorial team.
This magazine is intended to bring out the hidden literary talents in the students to inculcate
leadership skills among them. The outside world will come to know about the calibre of
the students and faculty through this magazine.  All these things have been made possible

The Department gives exposure to its students not only the regular engineering curriculum but also
aspirations of today's corporate world, by inculcating a professional attitude in them. The Department has been
achieving a constant result of 90% and above every year. With the aim of achieving 100% placement Department
provides students a platform to attain their career goal. The Department has successfully placed students in
companies like Tech Mahindra, IBM, HCL and Compec. We, as a team strive hard to take the Department to
height of success, glory and to achieve our vision and feel that it would be continued.

Wishing you all the best in your ventures, efforts and career.

by the extraordinary vision and the immaculate planning of our President, which when coupled with the skills of
the staff have made the college scale new high and the magazine is undoubtedly  a replica of the achievements
of our college.

I wish the magazine a grand success.

the laboratories, clubs like robotics, design and development. The curriculum intends to help students attain
confidence and become skilled in engineering profession. The undergraduates are facilitated with internships at
various esteemed organizations like the BSNL. The Department orchestrates several workshops, expert talk
and training programs in coherence with trends of Electronics and Communication Engineering. The student
projects are conducted in-house with the guidance of the faculty of the Department.

I hope that this magazine assists the students to keep up the pace with contemporary trends.

I. Haritha
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ALUMNI VOICE

I feel honoured to extend my voice to the magazine Luminous2k17. As an
ex-student of BWEC, I would like to thank the faculty for giving me this opportunity
to give out my opinions. Faculty helped me out in every aspect of my learning
which in turn brought me up to a blooming platform where I could expose to the
sophisticated environment. It is a great pleasure for me to be a part of this institution
which is having a capability to bring out the best out of the blossoming learners. It
has given me a chance to dynamically participate in several events that has assisted
me to develop as an individual and as a proficient in my career.

Once again thanks to one and all  faculty members for providing a stage
for many students and helping them to explore the world

R. Sai Lakshmi
2012-16 BATCH (ECE)

College is the place where you live your life to the fullest and I am happy to
say that I lived to the fullest in my college BWEC and I learn more from my college
and faculty. Now I am very happy to be an IBMER.

        "Believe in yourself and be courageous to follow your heart and institution".

                               All the best to my fellow juniors.

B . Nagavalli
2012-16 BATCH (CSE)

I am humbled and honoured to be a part of the BWEC family which nurtured
me, my dreams and enhanced my personality. I nourished under the guidance of
the esteemed faculty, who has wide knowledge in their respective fields which
made me to travel from college to Robert Bosch. My advice to all students is that
aim high, dream big and do constant efforts to turn dreams into reality.

             Good luck to you  all in your current and future endeavours.

P. Sowjanya
2012-16 BATCH (EEE)

The roots of education are bitter but the fruit is sweet.
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FAMOUS EFFIGIES

CHANDRASEKHARA VENKATA RAMAN

CHANDRASEKHARA VENKATA RAMAN was born on November 7th , 1888 at
Trichinopoly, Kerala. He did his M.A from the Madras University in 1907. He did his Ph.D
from Freiburg university and L.L.D from the Alasgow University .

Professor Raman is renewed  world wide  for his discovery of the ‘RAMAN
EFFECT’, in the year 1928. For this achievement , he won  Noble prize in the year 1930
for experiments in  Physics . His scientific work deal mainly with molecular diffraction of
light, mechanical theory of the bowed strings, diffraction of x-rays, theory of musical
instruments and Physics of crystals.

Professor Raman was the founder Director of  Raman Research Institute,
Bangalore(1943 to 1970) . He was conferred the ‘knighthood’ by the British Government
in 1929, Metanchi medal in  Rome(1929) . He received Bharat Ratna in 1954 and the
International Lenin prize in 1957. He died on November 11, 1970.

T. SAI SWARUPA, I/IV EEE

SAVITRIBAI PHULE

SAVITHRIBAI PHULE, first female teacher of the first women’s school in India.
She married Jyotirao Phule  at the age of 10. After  a few years they both started first
school in the country for girls named “NATIVE LIBRARY”. She, along with Mahatma
Jyothirao Phule fought for the rights of women, peasants and backward castes. They
carried their struggle for gender equality and fight against caste system.  Savithri has
faced many struggles but never bothered about them and did her duty correctly.  They
dedicated  their life for spreading  education and knowledge. Finally she died while taking
care of patients suffering from plague in the  month of   March, 1987.

She believed that Education only will give ability to choose between right and
wrong and between truth and falsehood in life

 V. PRATHYUSHA, I/IV  CSE

BANDANAVAL VENKATA SREEKANTAN

Bandanaval Venkata Sreekantan was born on June 30, 1925 at  Nanranyud in
Karnataka. He completed his Doctorate  in the year of 1954. Then he became professor
and then Director at TATA Institute of Fundamental Research

Bandanaval Venkata Sreekantan contributed greatly in the fields of elementary
particle physics, extensive air showers, high energy interactions, deep underground studies
in Kolar Gold fields on Microns and neutrons, X-ray and gamma ray astronomy with balloon
rockets and satellite. Using one of the largest cloud chambers built in the world , he organized
shower experiments in India. The proton decay experiment in Kolar Gold fields, which is
conducted by his groups, is an internationally recognized effect for proving the theory of
grand unification.

Dr. Sreekantan received the C.V.Raman Award in the year 1977,the Homi Bhabha Medal and the R.D.Birla
memorial Award in 1982. He was awarded the Padma Bhushan in the year 1988.

T. SAI SWARUPA, I/IV  EEE
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A FUTURE ASTRONAUT

Dr. Shawna Pandya, who was born in Canada and has roots in Mumbai, will
soon become the third woman of Indian origin to fly in space after Kalpana Chawla and
Sunitha Williams .

 When she was 10, she became obsessed with astronomy.  All her junior high
science projects or reports were all space related. She thought that the idea of doing
something that is so adventurous and really pushes the bounds of exploration, and the
fact that you would get to space really resonated with her.

Pandya was one of the two candidates who were shortlisted from 3,200 people
in the citizen science astronaut program. She was selected for 2018 space mission
under the Citizen Science Astronaut (CSA) program.

P.  TEJASWI MANI, II/IV ECE

TESSY THOMAS
Tessy Thomas is a famous Indian female scientist born in 1963. She is the

project Director for Agni-IV missile in defence research and development
organization and is the first women scientist to head a missile project. She is known
as the MISSILE WOMEN OF INDIA.

Thomas has completed her B.Tech professional course from Thissur
Engineering College. Tessy could even have been an IAS officer. She had written
the test for the same but fate had something else planned for this wonderful woman,
it happened so that the DRDO had their interview on the same date and she got
through it.

KALPANA CHAWLA

Kalpana Chawla was India’s first women astronaut, aeronautical engineer to
travel into space. Kalpana Chawla was born on 1st of july, 1961 in a small town, Karnal
located in the state of Haryana. In 1984, she completed her M.S in Aerospace
Engineering  from the University of Texas in Arlington. She got a job in NASA as the
vice president of the overset methods. Kalpana Chawla created history for being the
first Indian women to travel in a space shuttle. She had the privilege of journeying as far
as 10.4million km. This approximately adds up to 252 times around the earth’s orbit
that compromised of 372 hours in space. She awarded with three awards namely the
Congressional Space Medal and the NASA Distinguished Service Medal. It was on
February 1st 2003 that the space shuttle, STS-107, collapsed over the Texas region while re-entering into the
earth’s atmosphere an unfortunate event occurred  and Kalpana Chawla , along with her  seven crew members
lost their lives.

SK. JASMINE SULTHANA, III/IV  ECE

Thomas was appointed by A.P.J ABDUL KALAM in Agni missile program. Dr. Thomas had designed an
advanced missile guiding system and also developed a ground breaking technology named RVS (Re-entry
vehicle system).  Dr. Thomas moniker “AGNI PUTRI” hails from her works in the field of Agni-3, Agni-4 and Agni-
5.  Thomas was conferred the Lal Bahadur Shastri national award for her outstanding contribution for making
India self reliant in the field of missile technology.

P.V. SILPASREE, II/IV ECE
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Don’t wait for the perfect moment, take the moment
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SAYALI, A COBBLER DAUGHTER WHO RACED BAREFOOT

 AND WON GOLD…!!!

This young achiever  used to run barefoot as her father cannot afford

to buy a pair of spikes to her.

As 9th grade student of RM Bhatt High School in Mumbai, this 14  old

girl has experienced the joy of finishing the 3000 meter run in 12:27:8 seconds

in the under-17 event at the District Sports Office inter-school athletic

championship. She recalls how midway into the race she felt her feet burning

and her body dehydrated, but she went on, because she wants to finish the

race which she has started.

Her father, Mangesh is the only one who earns in their family between Rs.3000

to10,000 per month. Whatever, little I earn goes into my two daughter’s

education. My elder daughter Mayuri (17 years) is doing Diploma in Information

Technology, while my wife Savitha keeps ill frequently. Sayali though, has made

me very proud today “, he told.

She took training at Naigon Police Ground Track and  used to run barefoot as

her father cannot afford to buy spikes for her.

Running on the synthetic surface was a challenge  for her as this young achiever used to run on the mud.

She didn’t give up and kept running to achieve her aim of finishing the race.

Her father was not present to see her daughter breaking a record as he was busy mending shoes in a

small shop. By this Sayali clearly proved that “WE GET SUCCESS FROM STRUGGLE…!!!”

S. ALEKHYA, I/IV ECE
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The only way to do great work is to love what you do.

ROSALIND FRANKLIN

Rosalind Franklin was born in 1920, in London, England . she wanted

to become a scientist . she studied the nature of coal and charcoal and their

use. she worked on wartime problems after graduating with a bachelor’s degree

in 1941 before her 26th birthday. She later graduated from Cambridge University

with a PhD in 1945, just after World War II was over.

She went on to work for John Randall at the Kings college in 1951 as

his research associate. A chemist by profession, Rosalind established herself

as one of the worlds experts in graphite structure as well as carbon compounds

prior to her move to London. She made discoveries that the DNA would crystallize

into two forms with Maurica Wilkins at King’s college in London. Rosalind was

first to discover that two forms of DNA existed. She laid the basis for quantitative

studies of diffraction patterns and demonstrated the double helix of the DNA in

an x-ray experiment.

P. BHAVANA, II/IV CSE
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ALL IN THE WRIST:

SMART JACKET HOUSES TOUCH-SCREEN TECHNOLOGY

The jean jacket is getting a 21st-century upgrade: Levi's and Google
are planning to launch a new "smart" jacket later this year, according to
news reports. The companies said the jacket will cost $350.

The garment can interact with a person's smart phone via Bluetooth
technology.  Conductive fabric on the connected jacket's wrist acts as a control
panel for the wearer's smart phone. A video about Project Jacquard, Ivan
Poupyrev, technical program lead at Google's Advanced Technology and
Projects (ATAP) group, explained how the jacket works. Conductive threads
have replaced some of a textile's original threads, so the woven-in technology
can recognize simple touch gestures similar to what a touch screen does.
The tech is becoming a design element like a zipper, so it can be used in

TECHNOVANZA

FORGET SELFIE STICKS:

THIS DRONE CAPTURES PHOTOS AND VIDEOS IN MIDAIR

Instead of extending your arm or using a selfie stick to snap shots of
you and your crew, you could use a new pocket-size drone dubbed the "AirSelfie"
to help you remotely capture photos and videos. The drone's four rotors help it
fly up to 65 feet (20 meters) in the air. The flying camera measures only about
3.72 by 2.65 by 0.42 inches (9.45 by 6.73 by 1.07 centimeters) "smaller than a
Smartphone," and weighs 1.83 ounces (52 grams).
The drone uses SONAR to measure its altitude and keeps itself stable with the
help of a tiny extra camera to monitor its surroundings for signs of jitter. It is
also equipped with gyroscopes, barometers and geomagnetic sensors that
help it navigate as it flies, said AirSelfie Holdings Ltd. in London, the company
that Stroppiana co-founded in 2016 to manufacture the drone. The AirSelfie

many normal ways.
Wearers can use the smart jacket to answer incoming calls, change music or get directions,

said a promotional video made by Levi's. The Bluetooth device is attached to the garment as a cuff and
connects the 15 conductive threads to the wearer's Smartphone, batteries for the device are designed
to last about two days. Other than the conductive fabric and Bluetooth cuff, the jacket looks like a
standard denim Levi's piece. It's even washable, Engadget said, as long as the Bluetooth cuff isn't
attached.

M. ESWARI  APARNA, IV/IV  ECE

uses Wi-Fi to send photos and videos wirelessly to Smartphone. The app also allows users to post
photos and videos taken with the drone immediately on social media. After snapping photos, the drone
can return to its departure point automatically with the touch of a button. Users can also guide the
AirSelfie back manually, and its manufacturers said it is safe for the drone to land on a person's open
hand, or even for people to grab the drone while it is still hovering in midair.

P. LOKESWARI, IV/IV ECE
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HOLLOW FLASH LIGHT

 Ann Makosinski is 16-year-old student who competed against
thousands of other young inventors from around the world to win first
prize and a $25,000 scholarship at Google’s International Science Fair.
She invented a battery –free flash light, a device that is powered by the
heat in your hand.

While visiting the Philippines, Ann found that many students
couldn’t study at home because they didn’t have electricity for lighting.
Ann recalled reading how the human body had enough energy to power
a 100-watt light bulb. This inspired her to think of how she could convert
body heat directly into electricity to power a flash light. She knew that

MARS ONE

Mars one aims to establish a permanent human
settlement on Mars. Several unmanned missions will be
completed, establishing a habitable settlement before
carefully selected and trained crews will depart to mars.
Funding and implementing this plan will not be easy, it will
be hard. The Mars One team, with its advisors and with
established aerospace companies, will evaluate and
mitigate risks and identify and overcome difficulties step
by step. Mars One is a global initiative whose goal is to

heated conductive material causes electrons to spread outwards and the cold conductive material
causes electrons to condense inwards.

Ann successfully created the first flashlight that didn’t use batteries, toxic chemicals, kinetic or
solar energy, and that always works when you picked up at in your hand.  She told judges at Google
competition that her first toy was a box of transistors. Time Magazine listed Ann as one of the 30 people
who is changing the world.

G. SIVANI, III/IV ECE

make this everyone’s mission to Mars, including yours. If we all work together we can do this. We are
going to Mars, Come along.

P. BHARATHI, III/IV ECE
HEAD PHONES THAT MAKE WIRELESS COOL…

Apple has a history of changing the technological status quo,
from digitizing music to making phone screens touch-sensitive. So
when the tech titan announced that its iPhone 7 would not have a
3.5-mm headphone jack, which has been standard on most audio
gadgets for decades, it also previewed a compelling alternative. Unlike
many of their Bluetooth predecessors, Apple’s Air Pods not only have
microphones but also can detect when they’re in your ears allowing
you to automatically pause music, for example, if you pop one out to
have a conversation. But their most convenient feature may be automatically pairing with an iPhone,
which eliminates the need to dig through settings menus.

MD. RUMANA THASNEEM, III/IV ECE
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If you are not willing to risk the usual you will have

 to settle for the ordinary.
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PSLV-C37

PSLV-C37 (also known as Cartosat-2 series satellite) was 39th
mission of the PSLV programme and its 16th mission in XL configuration.
The PSLV-C37 successfully carried and deployed a record 104 satellites
in Sun-synchronous orbit. Launched on 15 February 2017 by Indian Space
Research Organization (ISRO) from the Satish Dhawan Space Centre at
Sriharikota, Andhra Pradesh, it broke the earlier records of launching
37satelites by Russian Dnepr rocket on 19 June satellites by NASA’s
Minotaur rocket on 19 November 2013. The cost of the launch was
$15million.

The PSLV-C37 was launched from the First Launch Pad of Satish

NEW TECH COULD READ BOOKS WITHOUT OPENING THEM

Using technology akin to X-ray vision, scientists
can read closed books, identifying letters printed on stacks
of paper up to nine sheets thick. This finding could lead to
office machines that can scan reams of paper at once,
help researchers scan ancient books that are too fragile
to open. The researchers also said it could perhaps help
spies read mail without opening envelopes. The prototype
devices use terahertz radiation, the band of electro-
magnetic radiation between microwaves and infrared light.
Previous research has found that  terahertz  rays or T-rays
possess a  number  of  advantages  over  X-rays, ultrasound

Dhawan Space Research Centre in Sriharikota at 09:28 IST on 15 February 2017. It carried a total of
104 satellites including the 714kg primary payload Cartosat-2D.

The imagery from the Cartosat-2D, the primary satellite carried, will be used for various land
information system and geographical information system applications in India. Two Indian Nano Satellites,
INS-1A and INS-1B, will be used for future science and experimental payloads. The DOVE satellites by
the USA will be used to photograph the earth for commercial, environmental and humanitarian purposes.
The LEMUR satellites will be used for vessel tracking and will be carryon whether measurements
using GPS radio occultation. AI Farabi-1 from Kazakhstan, Nayif-1 from the United Arab Emirates, and
PEASSS from the Netherlands are technology demonstrated satellites where as DIDO-2 from
Switzerland is a micro researcher satellite. BGUSAT from Israel will be primarily used for research and
avionic systems

N. SIRI CHANDANA & G. MANASA, III/IV ECE

waves  and  other  kinds  of  radiation that  can  penetrate  surfaces. Moreover, the new  system  exploits
the  fact  that  air and  paper  each bend  light  to a  different  degree  and  that  pages  of  a book  trap
air  pockets  between  them. In  experiment, the  prototype  correctly  read  the  nine  letters T, H, Z, L,
A, B, C, C, and  G  from  the  front  to  the  back  of  a  nine-page  stack, the  researchers said. One
application of this work could involve reading ancient and fragile texts. Future  scanners  that  can  scan
through  large  amount  of  documents  without  having  to  mechanically  separate  the  pages,  which
could  be  useful  for  libraries, banks  and  others, “ Heshmat said. “ Such a future scanner wouldn’t use
terahertz waves, but perhaps infrared light.”

PONNADA HEMA, III/IV ECE
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All our dreams can come true if we have the courage

to pursue them.
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EMBEDDED WORLD 2017 - LYNX SOFTWARE DEMONSTRATES ARM FIRST

Lynx Software Technologies has demonstrated its Lynx
Secure Separation Kernel hypervisor on the Xilinx Zynq Ultra
scale+ MPSoC at Embedded World. It is the first view of Lynx
Secure on an ARM Cortex A-53 processor and is, according to
the company, a significant milestone for designers of ARM-based
automotive, avionics, industrial and medical devices.

Commenting Robert Day, vice president of marketing at
Lynx, said, “ARM designers are now able to run safety critical
environments along with a general purpose OS like Linuxor

POWER SHAKE

Low - battery??   New tech let you wirelessly share
power.

You are out, your mobile’s battery is depleted down
into the red zone and there’s no electrical plug in sight.
But one day, mobile and wearable devices could engage
in “power-sharing”, by wirelessly charging each other on
the go, researchers say. This innovation solution could help
people easily recharge mobile or wearable gadgets.

Mobile and wearable devices are now virtually
everywhere, but their battery lives remain limited, with
many lasting for less than a day.  Instead, an innovation

LynxOS RTOS on the same Xilinx processor without compromising safety, security or real-time
performance.”

Use cases include automotive systems based on environments such as AUTOSAR RTA-BSW
from ETAS and avionics designs using LynxOS-178 RTOS from Lynx.

“Designers,” according to Day, “can now match the security of air-gap hardware partitioning
without incurring the cost, power and size overhead of separate hardware.”

The Lynx Secure port to the Ultra Scale+ MPSoC supports modular software architectures and
tight integration with FPGAs for hosting a combination of micro services (bare-metal), trusted functions,
and open source projects on a single SoC.

The demonstration AT Embedded World is intended to illustrate how the platform is able to
allow true heterogeneous computing on a single processor and how Lynx Secure can enable bare-
metal applications for performance and security. As part of a true heterogeneous computing platform,
developers have the option to decide which functions reside in software using Lynx Secure bare-metal
apps or hardware through Xilinx FPGA fabric.

B. THIRUPATHAMMA & K. SRI NAGA SAI SUSHMA, III/IV ECE

called “POWER SHAKE” allows mobile and wearable devices to wirelessly charge other mobile and
wearable devices on the go, even when those devices are being held or worn. In experiments, Power
Shaker fit into small devices, transferring about 3.1 watts of power, the researchers said. They estimated
that about 12 sec of charging would support 1 min of additional talk time, while 2 min of charging would
support about 4min of video watching.

 P. SULOCHANA, III/IV ECE
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Just when the caterpillar thought the world was ending,

 he turned into a butterfly.
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RED TACTON

Technology is making many things easier. So far we have
seen LAN, MAN, WAN, INTERNET and many more but here there
is a new concept of RED TACTON which makes the body as a
communication network by HAN (Human Area Network). NTT lab
from Japan is currently testing and developing this revolutionary
technology. RED TACTON is a new human area networking
technology that uses the surface of the human body as a safe
high speed networking transmission path RED TACTON uses the
minute electric field generated by human body as medium for

PALM VEIN TECHNOLOGY

With the increase in technology, treating of personal
data and national security also increased. The methods that
were developed to secure important information from outside
invention were not upto safe mark. For that purpose
"FUJITSU" has developed "PALM VEIN" pattern
authentication technology. That uses vascular patterns as
personal identification data.This technology can be used in
various fields like banking, hospitals, government offices,
passport issuing, etc.The first commercialized products have
been produced by "HITACHI" on the "BACK AND FUJITSU"
on the palm.These companies claim a low FRR (false

transmitting the data. The chips which will be embedded in various devices contain transmitter and
receiver built to send and accept data in digital format.

V. HARIKA, II/IV ECE

rejectable rate) at very low FAR (false acceptable rate).
SK. SHAMMA PARVEEN, II/IV CSE

EYE TRIBE
Eye tracking has been actively discussed by

technology enthusiasts throughout these years, but it’s really
challenging to implement. But EYE TRIBE actually did this
.They actually successfully created the technology to allow
you to control your tablet, play flight simulator, and even
slice fruits in fruit Ninja only with your eye movements. It’s
basically taking the common eye tracking technology and
combining it with a front-facing camera plus some serious
computer vision algorithm and voila, fruit slicing done with
eyes! A live demo was done in Le Web this year and we
may actually be able to see it in action in mobile devices in
2018.

Currently the company is still seeking partnership to bring this sci-fi tech into the consumer
market.

SK. SALMA NISHAD, I/IV CSE
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Successful entrepreneurs are givers and not takers of

 positive energy.
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AP PURSE APPLICATION

To encourage digital payments means cashless payments,
the government of Andhra Pradesh has launched AP Purse App.
The application is not a digital wallet but a grouping of private apps.

AP Purse App consists of  13 mobile banking and 10 mobile
wallets were available in the purse and could be used to pay bills.

Paytm,  Airtel money,  Freecharge,  jio money, SBI Buddy,
Ola money, oxygen, Vodafone m-Pesa, Rupee, Lcash, Itzcash and
Idea money are  the apps listed.  AP purse App consists of different

DEV4X (EDUCATIONAL APP)

DEV4X stands for developing for x (x=GRAND
CHALLENGE)

Dev4x is defined as we are education and technology
specialists working on audacious projects that drive innovation.
Beemie is a self-directed and peer-to-peer learning platform
that empowers children to take their learning into their own
hands, fosters their creativity and ignites their passion. Every
child is a learner and teacher. This is an open project for

net banking services and e-wallets.  Chandrababu Naidu says his team wants to make AP the first
state in India to completely switch to digital transactions. AP purse is an Android app that comprises of
various mobile payment apps and tools. With this, the government hopes to create awareness and
usage of digital wallets, especially outside urban areas.

K. SAI MADHURIMA, II/IV CSE

developing a learning platform to empower the most underserved children to take their learning into
their own hands, even if they do not have access to schools, teachers or the internet. 124 million
children do not have access to schools, and it will take until 2086 before current approaches reach
them all.

 “what could happen if the millions of children who cannot go to school could still learn anything
they needed to? This is what we are answering”. The founder of this app DEV4X  is BODO HOENEN .

T. SUMATHI, II/IV CSE

INTERNET OF THINGS(IOT)
The internet of things (IOT) is a system of inter-related computing

devices, mechanical and digital machines, objects, animals or people that
are provided with unique identifier and ability to transfer data over a network
without requiring human-to-human or human-to-computer interaction. A
thing, in internet of things, can be a “person with a heart of monitor” implant,
a farm animal with a “biochip transponder”, an automobile that has built-in
“sensors” to alert a driver when tire pressure is low or any other natural or
man-made object can be assigned IP address and provided with the ability
to transfer over a network.

It will be disruptive, requiring you to master many new technologies
and capabilities. The technologies and principles of IOT will have board impact, effecting business strategy
risk management and a wide range of technical areas such as architecture and network design.

V.L. BHARATHI, II/IV  CSE
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Opportunities don’t happen, you create them.
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5G TECHNOLOGY

WIRELESS CHARGING ROOM

           The Walt Disney company have recently supersized the
technology by building a wireless “charging room”.
           Disney research has converted entire room into a
wireless charger that can boost the batteries of 10 objects at
one time. For charging room we must have metalized room,
and we’re going to use standing electromagnetic waves that
reverberate all around this room, known as Quasistatic Cavity

What is 5G? How does 5G work? What is 5G used for? Vs 4G VS 3G
5G stands for fifth generation and refers to the next and newest mobile wireless standard based on the
IEEE 802.11 Mac standard of  broadband technology.
According to next generation mobile network’s 5G white paper, 5G connections must be based on user
experience, system performance, enhanced services, business models and management & operations.
According to the Groupe Speciale Mobile Association (GSMA) to qualify for a 5G a connection should
meet most of these eight criteria:
� One to 10Gbps connections to end points in the field
� One millisecond end-to-end round trip delay
� 1000*bandwidth per unit area
� 10 to 100* number of connected devices
� (perception of) 99.999 percent availability
� (perception of) 100 percentage coverage
� 90 percent reduction in network energy usage
� Up to  ten-year battery life for low power, machine-type devices
      Previous generations like 3G were a breakthrough in communications. 3G receives a signal from
the nearest phone tower and is used for phone calls, messaging and data.
       4G works the same as 3G but with a faster internet connection and a lower latency.

Y. DURGA BHAVANI, II/IV  CSE

Resonance (QSCR).
Disney’s research room is outfitted with aluminium panelled walls and a centrally located copper

pole that houses 15 capacitors. As the capacitors generates electric currents, they travel through the
ceiling, walls and floor, and then back through the pole. These electric currents create the electromagnetic
fields that circulate around the pole and wirelessly charge devices in the room. According to the
researches, because magnetic fields don’t react strongly with these common places, objects. So it’s
safe for humans and the researchers simulations met federal safety regulations while still transmitting
1.9 kilowatts power which is enough to charge cell phones, laptops, lamps and other small electric
devices.

M. VAISHNAVI, II/IV CSE
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Great minds discuss ideas; average minds discuss events;

 small minds discuss people.
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AIR INTO WATER

           Jonathan Ritchey has invented the Watermill, which is an
atmospheric water generator. It converts air into fresh water.

This latest technology invention produces fresh water at a
cost of  about 3cents of liter(1 quart). Originally designed for areas
that do not have clean drinking water, the Watermill is for households
that prefer an eco-friendly, cost effective alternative to bottled water.
Atmospheric water generator convert air into water when the
temperature of the air becomes saturated with enough water vapour
that it begins to condense (dew point).
          “What is unique about the Watermill is that it has intelligence”,
says Ritchey.

This makes the appliance more efficient. It samples the air
every 3minutes to determine the most efficient time to convert the
air into water.

It will also tell you when to change the carbon filter and will
shut itself off when it cannot make pure clean water.

B. OOHA  PRIYA, II/IV CSE

SOLAR TREE
The solar tree blends art and solar energy technology in a sculptural

expression. Solar trees are both artistic and functional clean energy machines.
The term "solar tree" has been used to describe a variety of structures
incorporating solar energy technology on a single pillar (like a tree trunk),
and has become a generic term describing this category of aesthetic solar
systems, within the larger realm of solar artwork.
BENEFITS OF SOLAR TREE
• Build awareness and interest in solar technology, thereby promoting its adoption
• Provide shade and a meeting places
• Differentiate properties, especially those with other hidden green building

measuresExample of solar tree
Ross Lovegrove’s original design consisted of a sinuous tree constructed of steel pipes,

measuring 5.5 meters, supporting a light bubble in which 38 solar cells, each with 38 watt capacity,
connected to a hidden 12V battery system which lit an assortment of 1W LEDs at the tip. The solar
cells for the project were commissioned by Sharp Solar.

How it works: The Solar Tree panels charge batteries during the day. At dusk the Solar Tree
automatically switches on its LEDs. The internal control can also regulate the amount of light produced
depending on how much charge is left in the batteries. Artemide claims the Solar Tree will produce light
for three consecutive overcast days. The designer Ross Lovegrove claims, "Solar Tree represents the
DNA of our time and it also shows it is possible to create beautiful things using the most advanced
technology." In 2007 Lovegrove was awarded the VogueTraveller Ecology Prize for his work with the
Solar Tree.
The Solar Tree Foundation

Solar Tree Foundation was erected for North Hillsborough Elementary School in Hillsborough
California. At peak efficiency, the 10,000 lb Solar Tree is claimed to produce 20,000 watts of energy per day.

P. LAKSHMI JAHNAVI, IV/IV EEE
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If you don’t value your time, neither will others. Stop giving

away your time and talents- start charging for it.
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VEHICLE-TO-GRID

Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) describes a system in which
plug-in electric vehicles, such as electric cars (BEV) and
plug-in hybrids (PHEV), communicate with the power grid
to sell demand response services by either returning
electricity to the grid or by throttling their charging rate.

Vehicle-to-grid can be used with gridable vehicles,
that is, plug-in electric vehicles (BEV and PHEV), with grid
capacity. Since at any given time 95 percent of cars are
parked, the batteries in electric vehicles could be used to
let electricity flow from the car to the electric distribution
network and back. This represents an estimated value to

the utilities of up to $4,000 per year per car.
V2G is a version of battery to grid power applied to vehicles. There are three main different

versions of the vehicle-to-grid concept, all of which involve an onboard battery:
• A hybrid or Fuel cell vehicle, which generates power from storable fuel, uses its generator to produce

power for a utility at peak electricity usage times. Here the vehicles serve as a distributed generation
system, producing power from conventional fossil fuels, biofuels or hydrogen.

• A battery-powered or plug-in hybrid vehicle which uses its excess rechargeable battery capacity to
provide power to the electric grid in response to peak load demands. These vehicles can then be
recharged during off-peak hours at cheaper rates while helping to absorb excess night time generation.
Here the vehicles serve as a distributed battery storage system to buffer power.

• A solar vehicle which uses its excess charging capacity to provide power to the electric grid when
the battery is fully charged. Here the vehicle effectively becomes a small renewable energy power
station. Such systems have been in use since the 1990s and are routinely used in the case of large
vehicles, especially solar-powered boats.

There is some skepticism among experts about the feasibility of V2G. As the New York Times
states:

In 2007 an Environmental Defense representative stated: "It’s hard to take seriously the promises
made for plug-in hybrids with 30 miles (48 km) all-electric range or any serious V2G application any
time soon. It’s still in the science project stage."
Poor net efficiency

Charging a fairly efficient battery system from the grid is at best 70 to 80% efficient. Returning
that energy from the battery to the grid, which includes "inverting" the DC power back to AC with
efficiencies of about 90% yields 63–72% energy return to the system. This needs to be factored against
potential cost savings as well as the additional wear and tear on the batteries (current batteries last a
few thousand cycles at maximum) and especially increased emissions if the original source of power is
fossil based. This cycle of energy efficiency needs to be compared with pumped-storage hydroelectricity
which is more efficient (around 70–80%).However, pumped storage is limited by geography so it could
be practical to take a small amount of energy from a large number of batteries if there are enough
PHEV/BEV vehicles on the grid. 1 kW from 1000 vehicles is 1 megawatt of power and the energy is
already distributed so it will not tax the existing powerlines if properly managed.

CH. MAMATHA, IV/IV EEE
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A successful man is one who can lay a firm foundation

with the bricks others have thrown at him.
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BEYOND INFINITY

DEMONETIZATION

“The importance of money in human life is
similar to the importance of food for the body. Just like
you can’t live even for a few days without food, you
can’t survive for long without money. You won’t be facing
basic problems of life like food, water, shelter or
clothing”.

 Narendra Modi’s government has made its big
move against black money. By making the present

Rs.500 and Rs.1000 currency notes illegal from November 09 onwards, the government has effectively
forced the entire country to go to the banks and have their cash added to their accounts. The main idea
of Modi is to expose and penalize people holding huge amounts of cash they could not account for and
primarily, money on which taxes have not been paid. Most of the so-called black money is held in
Rs.500 and 1000 rupee notes someone who goes to a bank or post office with more than 2,50,000
rupees in cash, or about $3700, has to explain the source of the money to tax authorities. People who
can explain about earned money and show that the taxes were paid to that can keep it. But those
without a good explanation will have to answer tax authorities.

P. KAMAKSHI, I/IV ECE

TENSION
The moment you are in tension
You will lose your attention
Then you are in total confusion
And you will feel irritation
Then you will spoil your personality relation
Ultimately, you will not get co operation
And your BP will rise to caution
And you have to do meditation
By understanding the situation
And think about solution
Many problems can be solved by discussion,
This will work out better in our profession
Don’t think it’s my suggestion
It is only for your prevention
If you understand my intension
You will never come again to tension.

L. MANJUSHA, I/IV ECE
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No one can make you feel inferior without your consent.
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WHAT MAKES A DAD…!!

God took the strength of a mountain,
The majesty of a tree,
The warmth of a summer sun,
 The calm of a quite sea,
 The generous soul of a nature,
 The comforting arm of night,
 The wisdom of ages,
The power of the eagle’s fight,
 The joy of morning in a spring,
The faith of a mustard seed,
The patience of eternity,
The depth of family need,
 Then god combined these qualities,
When there was nothing more to add, he
knew his masterpiece was
                     Complete, and so called it………DAD

S. ALEKHYA, I/IV ECE

KITE

Chinese  establish a long and colorful tradition.
The kite was first invented in China about 3000

years ago. The first recorded construction of a kite was
by the Chinese philosopher Mo Zi (c. 470-391 B.C.E)
spent three years building it from wood. Materials ideal
for kite building, such as silk for the sail material and
bamboo for a strong light frame, were plentiful in China.
Stories and records from China mention kites that were
used to measure distance, to test the wind and to
communicate during military manoeuvre. The first kites

were flat and rectangular in shape, where kite flying is a ritual incorporated into the national festivals of
many countries. The kite has been used in important scientific research, including Benjamin Franklin’s
famous experiment to prove that lightening is electricity. The Wright brothers constructed a 5-foot (1.5
m) box kite in the shape of biplane when they were experimenting with the principles of controlling an
air plane in flight. These research helped the brothers for achieving their dream of making the world’s
first controlled human flight in 1903  heavier than air. Modern kites have been used to pull sledges over
snow-covered terrain in the Antarctic.

KURRA TRIVENI, III/IV CSE
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The meaning of life is to find your gift.

The purpose of life is to give it away.
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COMIC SHADE

• Did you know?
1,00,000 trees a day are being cut to produce examination papers.
SO SAY NO TO EXAMS! SAVE TREES!

• 1 Stone is enough to break a glass…
1 Sentence is enough to break a heart…
1 Second is enough to fall in Love….
Then why the hell 1 chapter is not enough to pass in exam?

• A cute letter by a little boy…
Dear Maths,

       Please grow up now and solve your problems yourself…..
Y. SWETHA, I/IV CSE

Who is the boss?
Wikipedia : Enter a word...I have pages to tell.
Google : Enter a query....I have unlimited ways to answer.
Internet : Without me, you both are nothing.
Computer : Without me you all are useless.

.

.
Electricity : Keep talking......;

I. SAI SRI CHANDANA, I/IV CSE

• What is the centre of Gravity?
Answer :  The letter ‘V’.
• What has 13 hearts, but has no other organs?
Answer :  A deck of cards.
• What comes once in a minute, twice in a moment, but never in a thousand

years?
Answer : The letter ‘m’
• When do you go at red, but stop at green?
Answer : Eating a water melon.

K. LAVANYA, II/IV CSE

SOLVE ME...
I am a 5 letter word?
I am normally below you?
If you remove my first letter...
You will find me above you...
If you remove my first and second letters....
You can’t see me...Answer is really very interesting.Who am I?
Answer: - Chair.

I. SAI SRI CHANDANA, I/IV CSE

RIDDLES/PUZZLES
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Knowledge is being aware of what you can do.

Wisdom is knowing when not to do it.
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What goes around?

The most effective symbols are instant and
universal. This means they can be immediately understood
anywhere in the world. Recyclable items are often labelled
with continuous arrows, like this symbol from Japan

SK. SALMA NISHAD, I/IV CSE

1. I am an odd number. If you remove a letter from me I will become an even number. What number
am I?

Ans: Seven-s=Even.
2. What kind of tree can you carry in your hand?
Ans: Palm.
3. Rectify the following equality 101-102=1 by moving just one digit.
Ans: 101-10^2=1
4. What can travel around the world wide staying in a corner.
Ans: Stamp
5. Why is six so much afraid of seven?
Ans: Because 7 was hungry and 7 ate 9.
6. Takeoff my skin-I wont cry but you will! What I am?
Ans: Onion
7. What losses it’s head in the morning and gets back at night?
Ans: Pillow.
8. What two things can you never eat for breakfast
Ans: Lunch and Dinner.
9. What can you catch but not throw?
Ans: Cold.
10. During what month the people sleep the least.
Ans: February, it is the shortest month for all.
11. Slice the picture into 4 identical sections in this brain puzzle.

Ans:

12. There are two sisters, one gives birth to the other and she in turn gives birth to  the first. who are
the two sisters?

Ans: Day and Night.
13. What is coming always but never arrives?
Ans: Tomorrow.

K. LAVANYA, II/IV CSE
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Your problem isn’t the problem. Your reaction is the problem.
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QUOTATIONS

The most selfish one letter word -“I”, avoid it.
The most satisfying two letter word -“WE” ,use it.
The most poisonous three letter word -“ EGO” ,kill it.
The most used four letter word -”LOVE”, value it.
The most pleasing five letter word -“SMILE” ,keep it.
The fastest spreading six letter word -“ RUMOUR”, ignore it .
The hard working seven letter word -“SUCCESS” , achieve it.
The most enviable eight letter word -“JEALOUSY”, distance it.
The most powerful nine letter word -“KNOWLEDGE”, acquire it.
The most divine ten letter word -“FRIENDSHIP”, maintain it.

J. SIVA PARVATHI, III/IV CSE

RIDDLES

1. A man rode into a town on Tuesday, and left two days later on Tuesday. How is it so..?
Ans: His horse name is Tuesday.
2. What are two things you won't eat after waking up?
Ans: Lunch and dinner.
3. Which month has 28 days?
Ans: All of them.
4. Which dress you can't wear?
Ans: Address.

MD. ALIMUL KUBRA, II/IV,CSE

HAPPINESS IS NOT THE SAME AS PLEASURE

When most people seek happiness, they are actually seeking pleasure: more sex,
more time for TV and movies, a new car, parties with friends, full body massages, losing
10 pounds, becoming more popular, and so on.

But while pleasure is great, it’s not the same as happiness .Pleasure is correlated
with the happiness, but does not cause it. Ask any drug addict how their pursuit of pleasure
turned out. Ask an adulterer who shattered her family and lost her children, whether pleasure
ultimately made her happy. Ask a man who almost ate himself to death, how happy pursuing
pleasure made him feel.

Pleasure is a false God. Research shows that people who focus their energy on
materialistic and superficial pleasures end up more anxious, more emotionally unstable
and less happy in the long-run. Pleasure is the most superficial form of life satisfaction and
therefore is the easiest. Pleasure is what’s marketed to us. It’s what we fixate on. It’s what
we use to numb and distract ourselves. But pleasure though necessary,  isn’t sufficient,
“There’s something more”....

B. UHA LATHA &D. DARWIN NAVYA REDDY, II/IV EEE.
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Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a follower.
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Trashed electronics are piling up across Asia
Every year, humans produce million tons of electronic waste or e-waste, which

leaches toxic materials into landfills across the globe. The gadget-loving Americans
are not the only culprits. A new U.N. report finds that East and South-East Asia are
dumping more and more electronic devices-enough to increase e-waste production in
these regions by 63% in five years.

Between 2010 to 2016, the United Nations University tracked 12 Asian countries
to see how much electronic waste they produced. By the time 2015 rolled around, the region produced 22
pounds of e-waste per person per year. The worst culprit was Hong Kong, which trashed nearly 48 pounds
per person.

In Asian countries lacking an infrastructure for e-recycling, most old electronics wind up in trash
fires, backyards or informal recycling systems that release harmful fumes into environs.
How to recycle e-waste?
1.  Don’t trash them. First, we should never throw e-waste in the trash!
2.  Pass them on for reuse....                      3.  Recycle them...

S. TULASI, III/IV ECE
INTEReSTING FACTS

� An average human will shed 40 pounds of skin in their life time.
� Apart from identical twins, every single person on earth has a unique smell.
� A higher IQ is correlated with more dreams.
� You are about one centimetre shorter at night because the cartilage between your bones is

compressed throughout the day.
� During your life time, you will produce enough saliva that equals to two swimming pools.
� Only babies can see in black and white.
� Laughing at a joke is not simple task as it requires activity in five different areas of brain.

V. HARIKA, II/IV ECE
� What ends everything always?

Answer: - Alphabet ‘G’
� You can hold it without using your hands or arms. What is it?

Answer: -Your breath
� Can you think of a common word that contains double ’c’ ,double ’s’, double ‘l’ ?

Answer: - Successfully
� What is black when you get it, red when you use it and white when you are through with  it?

Answer: - Charcoal
� “I stand when I sit, I jump when I walk” what am I?

Answer: - Kangaroo
SK. MASRATH, II/IV ECE

� There are two bodies on the floor. They are surrounded by water and broken glass. How did they
die?
Answer: - The fish and bowl got knocked over. The bodies were of gold fishes.

� I can travel from there to here by disappearing, here to there by reappearing, what am I?
Answer: - ‘T’

� Which can point in every direction but can’t reach the destination by itself?
Answer: - Your finger.

SD. GOWSIYA, II/IV ECE
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Success is the sum of small efforts, repeated day-in and day-out.
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ECE STAFF

CSE STAFF

EEE STAFF
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The road to success and the road to failure are

 almost exactly the same.
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SCIENCE & HUMANITIES STAFF

OFFICE STAFF
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As we look ahead into the next century,

 leaders will be those who empower others.

STUDENTS SELECTED IN CAMPOUS PLACEMENTS (2013-17)
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ECE 2013-17 BATCH

ECE 2013-17 BATCH
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Motivation is what gets you started.

 Habit is what keeps you going.
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Everyone is a genius at least once a year.

The real geniuses simply have their bright ideas closer together.

CSE 2013-17 BATCH

EEE 2013-17 BATCH

34
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OUR THIRD GRADUATION DAY

NCC
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Laughing at our mistakes can lengthen our own life.

Laughing at someone else’s can shorten it.
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NSS

Success does not come to you .you go to it.

36

WORKSHOP
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ECE TOPPERS
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Learn from past, prepare for the future and perform

 in the movement.
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CSE TOPPERS
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Life is not about finding yourself.

 Life is about creating  yourself.
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EEE TOPPERS
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If the only tool you have is a hammer,

 you tend to see every problem as a nail.
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ENGINEERS' DAY

40

Education is the most powerful weapon

which you can use to change the world.
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The past has no power over the present moment .
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Only a generation of readers will spawn generation of writers.
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Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried anything new.
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STUDENT VOICE

As I am near  to the end of  this majestic era of my life with a trust of finding new

light, I carry upon my shoulders the label of being a student of ‘THE BWEC’. It gives

me enormous pleasure to share my experiences filled with the anxiety of facing

interviews, answering viva questions and the unforgettable tour we had. I can surely

say that the secure life I had here can be found nowhere, it is a home away from

home. The guidance offered by the staff was perfect, they trained us as per the

requirements of the industry and left no stone unturned for our upliftment. Though every end marks a

new beginning, I really cherish the moments I had here and gear up for new adventures to come.

P. LOKESWARI, IV/IVECE

It is an opportunity for me to share my outlook on our college. BWEC is

committed to its  high standards of education for   girls and   encourages students

with thoughtful and constructive goal  to enhance their technical as well as soft skills.

Infrastructure is the best thing here - Spacious Class rooms , well established labs

with Wi-Fi and a rich library are available . BWEC is collaborated with  high quality

teaching, assessment and management of learning  which is authenticated with our

senior’s selections in core and IT companies. In addition, the college provides excellent exposure to

sports, NCC, NSS , extra curricular activities and Industrial visits. I feel like I have chosen a reliable

institution for my growth.

D. HIMAJA, III/IV ECE

Everybody has their own expectations from life, so do I. Attending college is one

of the crucial moments in an individual’s life. Coming to BWEC to pursue higher

education was one of the toughest calls I made in my life. And guess what, I met

myself. As a child I would’ve always followed the path shown by my teachers. Here at

BWEC, I had the opportunity to express my thoughts, follow my vision and possess

my opinion. The faculty at BWEC are overwhelming and enthusiastic to guide students

in the path of innovation. I anticipate the coming years in college would serve as a triumphant march in

the conquest of knowledge.

P. SRI LATHA, II/IV ECE
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Education is not preparation for life .education is life itself.
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First, my experience in college has given me a chance to sharpen my skills in

the field of my choice. I consider the time in college as my most valuable experience.

My time here, in BWEC has enriched my life in many ways. It has provided me with

necessary tools to enhance my skills more, taught me valuable knowledge and most

importantly it provided me with memories for a life time. It also stressed me the

importance of thinking critically and asking questions in many situations. All these aspects of college

have made me all-rounded person. These experiences are truly exceptional for my carrier growth.

M. VEENADHARI, IV/IV CSE

As a child I was curious to grow old and intend to be an engineer, as time

passed by, I recognized the standard required to be possessed by an engineer. This

proficiency and articulateness would come as a result of appropriate quality education

which is catered at BWEC. The ethics and values that are imparted in addition to

formal education serve as an added jewel to a master piece. My description would

remain incomplete had I not described the healthy competitive nature of my

classmates which encourages me to take the game to a next level. In such a setting, which is every

students dream to be at, and I feel privileged to be a student of this college.

ALLA SANTHI, III/IVCSE

I am pursuing 2/4 B.tech in Computer Science and Engineering at Bapatla

Women’s Engineering College.

 The environment is peaceful and healthy. Our faculty is very experienced and friendly

towards students. Our Principal and faculty are always available for us to encourage.

Apart from academics the college also concentrates on sports and cultural activities.

I am very happy to be the student of this  college.

K. SRI LAKSHMI, II/IV CSE
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A room with out books is like a body without a soul.
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I am fortunate to be a student of BWEC. The college provides a very good

platform where we can improve technical as well as our soft skills. Our college provides

excellent facilities for women. Our faculty encourages and motivate us to participate

in  seminars and workshops . We are provided with excellent lab facilities and

experienced staff. I am very happy to say that our management provides NCC in our

campus itself. The college management provides so many opportunities for us to get placed in various

companies. The people, college life has made me stronger & confident person.

We wish and hope  to accomplish more triumphs in the journey of our graduation.

P. LAKSHMI  JAHNAVI, IV/IV EEE

I am happy to be a student of BWEC. It is a professional education institution

for girls. Every student shows  interest in opting BWEC as the facilities provided by

our management such as fully equipped library with volume of books, wifi facility etc.

Our college management always strives for our success and even planned CRT

classes in the 2nd year itself. We hope that we will look a smiling world  after our

graduation.

PYARIMA BEGUM, III/IV EEE

College is a time that students can truly become individuals. When I started

attending college, I had the opportunity to become more independent and to take up

new responsibilities. I always relied on my parents for support, but at college, I learned

to be self conscious and push myself harder. This will help me to grow in character.

Right now I have a fairly accurate idea concerning what to do with my life. I am trying

to involve myself into activities that are par the curriculum and develop professional abilities like

leadership, wan entrepreneurship. I hope to offer my services to the college community and maintain a

balance between my academics and social life.

OOHA LATHA, II/IV EEE
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Time will take your money, but money won’t buy time.
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KEEP IN TOUCH

IV/IV B.TECH CSE (2013-17 BATCH)
REGD. NO.  NAME OF THE STUDENT E-MAIL ID

Y13CS2601 KOMMAREDDY ANUSHA anushakommareddy9@gmail.com

Y13CS2602 AVUTHU YOGASREE saiyogareddyavuthu@gmail.com

Y13CS2603 BADAM NAGA HARIKA harikabadam1995@gmail.com

Y13CS2604 BOMMINA SIVAPARVATHI sivaparvathibommina@gmail.com

Y13CS2605 CHAPPIDI RAVALI chappidiravalisai@gmail.com

Y13CS2606 CHENNUPATI ARUNA chennupatiaruna43@gmail.com

Y13CS2607 CHINTAGUNTLA AMANI amanichinthaguntla@gmail.com

Y13CS2608 CHIRUMAMILLA SRAVANI chsravani008@gmail.com

Y13CS2609 DUDDUKURI SAHITHI sahiduddukuri@gmail.com

Y13CS2610 ERAGALA KAVITHA kavithareddyeragala@gmail.com

Y13CS2611 GADDAM ROJA LAKSHMI gaddamrojalakshmi72@gmail.com

Y13CS2612 GANGASANI APARNA aparnagangasani1@gmail.com

Y13CS2613 GANGINENI MADHAVI madhavigangineni639@gmail.com

Y13CS2614 GANNAMANENI PRASANTHI prasanthigannamaneni30@gmail.com

Y13CS2615 GORIJALA HARIKA harikagorijala123@gmail.com

Y13CS2616 GUDE AKHILA akhilagude95@gmail.com

Y13CS2617 GUDE LAKSHMI PRASANNA prasannagude123@gmail.com

Y13CS2618 KALLEPALLI BHAVANI kallepallibhavani3334@gmail.com

Y13CS2619 KANUGANTI NIKHITHA nikhithakanuganti@gmail.com

Y13CS2620 KARUMUDI MOUNIKA KRISHNA TEJA mounika.karumudi@gmail.com

Y13CS2621 KASSETTY SAI AKHILA saiakhilakassetty@gmail.com

Y13CS2622 KATARI ANUSHA anushakatari999@gmail.com

Y13CS2623 KODALI VENKATA LAKSHMI venkatalakshmi.kodali123@gmail.com

Y13CS2624 K. VENKATA SAI RADHA MADHAVI madhavi95nani@gmail.com

Y13CS2625 KONDAMUDI SWAPNA swapnakondamudi@gmail.com

Y13CS2626 KOPPULA VIMALA SRI vimalasrikoppula@gmail.com
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A well educated mind will always have

 more questions than answers.
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Y13CS2627 KOUTARAPU AISHWARYA aishwaryakoutarapu810@gmail.com

Y13CS2628 KURUMINI PRASANNA prasannakurimini11@gmail.com

Y13CS2629 MANCHALA JAYASREE jaysreereddy17@gmail.com

Y13CS2630 MANDAVA ANUSHA anushamndv9787@gmail.com

Y13CS2631 MANDAVA UHA uha.mandava@gmail.com

Y13CS2633 MUVVA VEENADHARI veenamuvva1996@gmail.com

Y13CS2634 MYLAPALLI VENKATA SREE venkatasreemylapalli42@gmail.com

Y13CS2635 NAGASURI HARINI harini359@gmail.com

Y13CS2636 NALLAMOTHU BABY THRIVENI thriveeninallamothu1995@gmail.com

Y13CS2637 PASUPULETI HIMA SAILAJA himasailajapasupuleti83@gmail.com

Y13CS2638 POOLA VASUNDHARA vasundharapoola55@gmail.com

Y13CS2639 PRATHURI SONY prathurisony@gmail.com

Y13CS2640 RAMINENI NAVYA navyaramineni369@gmail.com

Y13CS2641 R.NAGA VENKATA PADMA PRIYA rnvpadmapriya@gmail.com

Y13CS2642 SANIKOMMU LAKSHMI SRAVANTHI slsravanthi342@gmail.com

Y13CS2643 SHAIK AFSHAN RUHI sk.afshan.ruhi@gmail.com

Y13CS2644 SHAIK HASMA skhasma44@gmail.com

Y13CS2645 SHAIK REHANA PARVEEN rehnaparveen45@gmail.com

Y13CS2646 SHAIK SHAHIDA shaikshahida57@gmail.com

Y13CS2647 SIDDABATHUNI VENKATA BHAVANI venkatabhavani47@gmail.com

Y13CS2648 SOMEPALLI MOUNIKA mounikasomepalli200@gmail.com

Y13CS2649 SYED MEHROONISA mehroonisasyed@gmail.com

Y13CS2650 TAMMA RASHMIKA rashmikatamma12@gmail.com

Y13CS2651 THUMATI ANUSHA anushathumati31@gmail.com

Y13CS2652 VAJRALA LAKSHMIPRIYA lakshmipriyavazarala@gmail.com

Y13CS2653 V. VENKATA CHANDRA SUSMITHA susmitha818@gmail.com

Y13CS2654 VUYYURU LIKHITHA BHARGAVI likhithareddyvuyyuru98@gmail.com

Y13CS2655 YAGANTI ANUSHA anushayaganti59@gmail.com

Y13CS2656 YAKKATI DHANA LAKSHMI yakkati.dhanalakshmi@gmail.com
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Don’t pray for easy life, pray for the strength to

endure a difficult one.
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Y13CS2657 YANDURI SAI PRANEETHA saipraneethayanduri@gmail.com

Y13CS2658 YARLAGADDA SOWMYA sowmyayarlagadda58@gmail.com

L14CS2721 AVULA SIRISHA avulasirisha038@gmail.com

Y12CS2674 SHAIK NISHARUNNISA sheiknisharunnisa@gmail.com

Y11CS2620 DAGGUMALLI SABITHA JOSPHIN sabithajosphin123@gmail.com

Y12CS2623 GADDAM BHAGYA SRI bhagyasrig12@gmail.com

IV/IV B.TECH ECE (2013-17 BATCH)
REGD.NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT E-MAIL ID

Y13EC2601 AMIRINENI.SWAPNA amirineniswapna@gmail.com

Y13EC2602 ARAMANDLA.MAMATHA a.maheshmamtha@gmail.com

Y13EC2603 AVULA.LAKSHMI SIRISHA a.l.sirisha345@gmail.com

Y13EC2604 BANDARU.SUSHMA sushmabandaru4@gmail.com

Y13EC2605 BODAPATE.TRIVENI bodapate.triveni95@gmail.com

Y13EC2606 BOINA.TEJASWI NAGA SUDHA nagasudha.boina@gmail.com

Y13EC2607 BOLIMERA.DIVYA RANI divya.bolimera@gmail.com

Y13EC2608 BOMMIDI.MOUNIKA bommidimounika008@gmail.com

Y13EC2609 CHALAMCHARIA.VIJAYA LAKSHMI chvijayalakshmi2609@gmail.com

Y13EC2610 CHALLA.GAYATHRI gayathrichinni2@gmail.com

Y13EC2611 CHAVA.ASWANI chava.aswani18@gmail.com

Y13EC2612 CHINTALA.SWATHI ANGEL ch.santhi2919@gmail.com

Y13EC2613 CHINTALAPUDI.SITA SAI SREE saisrichintalapudi25@gmail.com

Y13EC2614 DASARI.RAMA DEVI ramadevid790@gmail.com

Y13EC2615 DAVULURI SOWMYA sowms17d@gmail.com

Y13EC2617 GADDAM.N.L.DURGA nglakshmidurga@gmail.com

Y13EC2618 GADIPARTHI.ARUNA JYOTHI g.jyothi7530@gmail.com

Y13EC2619 GAJVALLI.LAKSHMI MANJUSHA gajavallimanjusha995@gmail.com

Y13EC2620 GANNEBOINA.ANJALI KUMARI anjali.ganneboina20@gmail.com

Y13EC2621 GOVADA YASASWINI yasaswinigovada369@gmail.com

Y13EC2622 JALADI.DIVYA divya.jaladi34@gmail.com
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If you truly love life, don’t waste time, because time is

 what life is made of.
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Y13EC2623 KAMBHAMPATI.SWARNA LATHA DEVI kambhampatiswarnalatha63@gmail.com

Y13EC2624 KARI.VASAVI vasavikari316@gmail.com

Y13EC2625 KARUMURI.BHAVANI DURGA bhavanid.karumuri@gmail.com

Y13EC2626 KATTULA.VENKATA VARSHA venkatavarshakattula@gmail.com

Y13EC2627 KOLLAPUDI.H.S.VENKATA NAVYA kollapudi.l.haritha@gmail.com

Y13EC2628 KOLUSU.LAKSHMI KUMARI kolusu.lakshmikumari28@gmail.com

Y13EC2629 KOPPULA.SAHITHA koppula.sahitha29@gmail.com

Y13EC2630 KOTHAGORLA.SRAVANI sravanikothagorla@gmail.com

Y13EC2631 KOTRA.SRI LAKSHMI kotra.srilakshmi@gmail.com

Y13EC2632 KOWTHARAPU.VIJAYA LAKSHMI kvijaya0808@gmail.com

Y13EC2633 MUDDUKURI.KRISHNA KUMARI krishnamdk339@gmail.com

Y13EC2634 KUCHI.HARIKA kuchi.harika666@gmail.com

Y13EC2635 THOTAKURA.PRATHYUSHA pratyusha.thotakura99@gmail.com

Y13EC2636 MADASANI.SRI  LATHA baba.latha2121@gmail.com

Y13EC2637 MADDELA.GIRISHA girisha.maddela@gmail.com

Y13EC2638 MAGANTI.RAJESWARI rajimaganti@gmail.com

Y13EC2639 MALLADI.NANDINI malladinandini169@gmail.com

Y13EC2640 MATURI.ESWARI APARNA aparna.maturi3@gmail.com

Y13EC2641 MEESALA.PRUDHVIJALA meesalaprudhvijala41@gmail.com

Y13EC2642 MOTAMARRI.TEJASWI tejaswimotamarri@gmail.com

Y13EC2643 MUDISETTY.BHAVANI bhavanibujji024@gmail.com

Y13EC2644 NADENDLA.SRI TULASI sritulasinadendla@gmail.com

Y13EC2645 NEELA.PRATHIBA prathibaneela89@gmail.com

Y13EC2646 SUNKARA.NIHARIKA niharika.sunkara@gmail.com

Y13EC2647 NUNNA.NEELIMA nunnaneelima23@gmail.com

Y13EC2648 PATHURI.CHANDANA p.chandana398@gmail.com

Y13EC2649 PENUJULI.UMA penujuliuma.pb@gmail.com

Y13EC2650 PERAM.SRAVANI sravaniperam96@gmail.com

Y13EC2651 PERAVALI.AKHILA akhilaperavali555@gmail.com
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The real opportunity for success lies within the person

and not in the job.
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Y13EC2652 PITCHAPATI.TRIVENI trivenipitchapati52@gmail.com

Y13EC2653 PITTU.LOKESWARI lucy99108@gmail.com

Y13EC2654 PITTU.SRI HARITHA hariangel61@gmail.com

Y13EC2655 PONNAGANTI.BHAGYA LAKSHMI bhagi.ponnaganti@gmail.com

Y13EC2656 MUVVA.PRANAYA SREE pranayasreemuvva@gmail.com

Y13EC2657 KOTHA.PRIYANKA priyanakakotha848@gmail.com

Y13EC2658 SABBINENI.POOJITHA SHINEY shineysabbineni999@gmail.com

Y13EC2659 SADHINENI.RAVALI s.ravali7412@gmail.com

Y13EC2660 SANKE.NAGA SWAPNA swapna2916@gmail.com

Y13EC2661 SEELAM.HANNAH hannahsyndrilla95@gmail.com

Y13EC2662 SHAIK.RASHI rashishaik996@gmail.com

Y13EC2663 SHAIK.SHAHANAZ BEGUM shahanazs haik363@gmail.com

Y1EC2665 SIDDELA.VIJAYA MANI vijayasiddela75@gmail.com

Y13EC2666 SONTI.AKHILA TEJA akhilateja217@gmail.com

Y13EC2667 SURISETTY.GOUTHAMI surisettygouthami456@gmail.com

Y13EC2668 SURISETTY.MOUNIKA surisettymounika23@gmail.com

Y13EC2669 TUMMA.TRIVENI trivenitumma@gmail.com

Y13EC2670 KANDULA.UDAYA SRI nynee1996@gmail.com

Y13EC2672 VALETI.VASAVI valetivasavi82@gmail.com

Y13EC2673 VELPURI.JWARITHA jerry307v@gmail.com

Y13EC2674 YALLASIRI.PHANI DURGA phanidurga1996@gmail.com

Y13EC2675 YARLAGADDA.VENKATA SIRISHA sirishayarlagadda741@gmail.com

Y13EC2676 YETUKURI.TRIVENI triveniyetukuri73@gmail.com

Y12EC2695 ATMAKURI.KRISHNAVENI atmakuri.krishnaveni87@gmail.com

L14EC2721 GONA.BHAVANI gonabhavani09@gmail.com

L14EC2722 CHAKRAVARAM.RAMA DEVI ramyachakravaram85@gmail.com

L14EC2723 CHEBROLU.ASWINI chebroluaswini9@gmail.com

L14EC2724 GUDURI.CHAITANYA chaitanya.guduri1996@gmail.com

L14EC2725 SRIRANGAPURAM.NIHARIKA kancharlaniharika15@gmail.com
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The joy of Engineering is to find a straight line

on a double logarithmic diagram.
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L14EC2726 MANDAVA.SUPRAJA suprajamandava26@gmail.com

L14EC2727 MOGILI.DIVYA DEEPIKA mogili.divyadeepika2@gmail.com

L14EC2728 SAJJA.MOUNIKA sajja.mounika096gmail.com

L14EC2739 SANAKA.VIJAYA RESHMA vijayareshma.sanaka@gmail.com

L14EC2730 SHAIK.AFRIN CHANDINI afrinchandini.ece@gmail.com

L14EC2731 SK.FARIYAZ shaikfariyaz96@gmail.com

L14EC2732 SHAIK.JASMINE a.jasmineshaik@gmail.com

L14EC2733 SYED.NEEHA sdneeha251@gmail.com

L14EC2734 TALLA.GAYATHRI gayathri3650@gmail.com

IV/IV B.TECH EEE (2013-17 BATCH)

REGD. NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT E-MAIL ID

Y13EE2601 ABBURI.INDHRAJA indrajaabburi1@gmail.com

Y13EE2602 AVUTHU.SOUMYA LAKSHMI soumyalakshmiavuthu@gmail.com

Y13EE2603 BONUTHU.SOWMYA sowmya.puppy.3@gmail.com

Y14EE2605 CHALLAPALLI.MAMATHA mamathachallapalli27@gmail.com

Y13EE2606 JYOGI.DEEPTHI deepu1234@gmail.com

Y13EE2607 KARAVADI.APARNA aparnakaravadi@gmail.com

Y13EE2608 KOTRA.MEGHANA KRISHNA meghanakrishnakotra@gmail.com

Y13EE2609 PATTAN.SALMA salmapathanrpl786@gmail.com

Y13EE2610 PERUMALLA.BALA VASAVI pbalavasavi@gmail.com

Y13EE2611 PODILE.SRAVANI podile.sravani123@gmail.com

Y13EE2612 PULIVARTHI.LAKSHMI JAHNAVI lakshmijahnavi246@gmail.com

Y13EE2613 SARELLA.MANJU BHARGAVI manjubhargavisarella@gmail.com

Y13EE2614 SAWRNA.SUKANYA sukanyay1314@gmail.com

Y13EE2616 YELCHURI.LAKSHMI VASAVI vasaviyelchuri123@gmail.com

Y13EE2617 YENIKE.VIKITHA yenike.vikitha@gmail.com

L14EE2621 TADEPALLI.VASANTHI vasanthitadepalli2721@gmail.com

Y12EE2633 PENUMALA.APURVA apurvapenumala@gmail.com
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The engineer has been, and is, a maker of history
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Dr.D.V.LAKSHMI, VICE-PRINCIPAL

C.V.LAKSHMI, ASST PROF., DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

SK.SHABANA, ASST PROF., DEPARTMENT OF CSE

N.KAVITHA, HOD, DEPARTMENT OF CSE

I. HARITHA, HOD, DEPARTMENT OF EEE

G. KRISHNAVENI, HOD, DEPARTMENT OF ECE

G. KALYANI, ASST PROF., DEPARTMENT OF ECE

I. BHAVANA, ASST PROF., DEPARTMENT OF CSE

M. PRATHIMA, ASST PROF.,DEPARTMENT OF EEE
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Scientists dream about doing great things. Engineers do them.

EDITORIAL BOARD
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 ‘LUMINOUS2K17’

is set to follow the tradition and become yet another

zest filled celebration of the spirit of BWEC.

There are times when you feel life is going on too

fast for moments. Then there are times when life

stands still for us to cherish moments. Our

heartfelt gratitude to all the staff and students who

have immensely contributed their talent in

integrating such precious moments into this majestic

masterpiece. We believe this gazette would

mesmerize your hearts and receive appreciation

from all corners.

3rd Year Students
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Your muscle does not define your strength, the knowledge does.
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